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INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMERCIALIZATION INFORMATION PACKET 

(CIP) 

What is the CIP (Commercialization Information Packet)? 

We are pleased to provide you with this CIP (Commercialization Information Packet) that has been 

specifically prepared for your company with the objective of strengthening the business case being 

developed for your technology. We recognize that many firms have limited access to fee-based 

services and proprietary databases and/or limited time to collect information from publicly 

available sources.  Thus, the intent of the CIP is to provide you with a report containing synthesized 

discrete information and/or links to sources warranting further review for use in developing the 

Commercialization Plan that you will be including with your Phase II proposal. 

As the focus of the CIP is to increase the likelihood of your commercialization success, it is 

important that you review and distill this information relative to your specific opportunity with 

your Business Acceleration Manager (BAM). Based on needs identified by you and your assigned 

BAM during your market research teleconference, each report contains information specific to the 

discrete topics identified from this meeting. These topics include but are not limited to the 

following areas: market, industry, competitors, articles/regulations affirming the need, background 

on potential partners, Points of Contact (POCs) for letters of support, and information on 

pricing/royalties, when available.  Due to time constraints – 20 hours to research, prepare, and 

produce the report - this report represents a combination of synthesized information as well as 

secondary information that will require further analysis on your part. The CIP is formed along the 

lines of traditional reference services, supplying the patron with information as well as either PDF-

formatted files (which are attached) or links to full-text sources that are discussed within the 

narrative and available in the public domain.  Information from fee-based services and proprietary 

databases are provided and referenced accordingly, as appropriate. Data were obtained from an 

assortment of subscription services and from publicly available information sources.  In most 

cases, information is limited to the current year plus one and on lesser occasion may include 

information from earlier than this designated cutoff. 

What do I do with this information when I receive it? 

When you receive your CIP you will need to review the report and any secondary materials 

referenced within.  Your BAM will be doing the same concurrently.   After your BAM has had a 
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chance to review the information there will be a debriefing teleconference involving you, your 

BAM, and the Market Researcher who prepared the report, to discuss the opportunity for your 

technology and any implications impacting on your commercialization effort. 

Duty to disclose information material to patentability: Please note, some of the information 

contained in this document could be deemed to be material to patentability of the technology being 

assessed.  There is a Patent Law duty [§ 1.56] to disclose such information to the 

USPTO.  Accordingly, if a patent application for the technology being assessed is currently 

pending, or when filing for patent protection on such technology in the future, the information 

contained in this document should be reviewed by Intellectual Property Counsel for purposes of 

such disclosure.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

Operating a data center requires a tremendous amount of electricity to feed its IT equipment and 

facility cooling system. This puts a risk on stability and reliability of these data center HVAC 

systems. 

The technology is a software solution that can optimize cooling systems for data centers that 

generates high heat waste – the system measures localized peak heat generation and responds to it 

through the building cooling system. Three important elements: 

a. Monitor IT device temperatures 

b. A machine learning based real time system to compute work-loads and proportional 

optimal cooling 

c. Links to the building management system to control cooling system 

 

1.2 SBIR ABSTRACT 

The broader impact/commercial potential of this Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase 

I project will result from development of a thermal management technology that could save 20% of 

electricity consumption and increase equipment life-time by 25% in data centers. In 2013, U.S. data 

centers consumed approximately 91 billion kWh of electricity and caused 97 MMT of carbon 

pollution. By 2020, the data center annual electricity consumption is projected to increase roughly to 

140 billion kWh and cause 150 MMT carbon pollution. Inefficient operational energy usage and 

over-provisioned capacity in data centers theoretically offer the potential for 40% energy savings. 

The proposed technology improves data centers' energy efficiency and capacity utilization and 

realizes half of the potential savings. A major barrier to realizing this savings potential is the risk 

aversion toward data center downtime that costs $7,900/min, with 91% data centers experiencing an 

average 86 min outage per year. The proposed technology ensures reliability by safeguarding data 

centers from downtime due to overheating. This SBIR Phase I project is poised to have a far-reaching 
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societal impact by implementing green methods in the ubiquitous information technology and related 

service industries. 

This Small Business Innovation Research Phase I project will demonstrate the feasibility of a 

software appliance (SA) that addresses cooling optimization for data centers. Due to time-scale 

differences between IT and cooling operations and diversity of interrelated equipment, data center 

operators fail to determine reliable cooling set-points in real-time and are compelled to operate with 

low IT utilization and over-provisioned cooling. The company's software appliance determines the 

most cost-efficient cooling set-points, that ensure reliable computing operations, in real-time and 

automatically implements them through the building management system. Given that the proposed 

SA promotes workload-proportional cooling, it avoids wasteful cooling resource peak provisioning. 

The development of the proposed SA will involve the following activities: 

- development of a real-time predictive analytics framework; 

- extraction of critical data (e.g. IT device temperature data) for different workload types and cooling 

set-points; and 

- transferring optimal cooling set-points to the building management system to control cooling 

systems. 

 

The anticipated result for the project is an SA demonstrating proof-of-concept, and feasibility of the 

proposed technology in cooling energy usage reduction and cooling capacity utilization improvement 

of data centers. 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this report is to provide information that can be used for the continued 

development of your commercialization strategy. The focus of this report is on industry, market, 

and competitive landscape. POCs are embedded throughout. 

2 Industry 
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The following industry information is intended to serve as a backdrop to the Market and 

Competitive Landscape sections that will follow. This section includes information on your 

specific industry that might have implications on your business strategy. 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

According to MarketsandMarkets, the global Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) 

market is expected to grow from $307 million in 2011 to $3.14 billion by 2017 at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 47.33%. The banking sector is expected to be the largest adopter 

of DCIM.1 MarketsandMarkets describes the DCIM market as follows: 

DCIM enables organizations to possess the critical capability of establishing whether the business 

needs all the hardware by identifying and measuring data center assets and their inherent value. At 

the same time, DCIM also provides the organization with clear insight into cooling requirements, 

power usage, utilization, applications and overall performance. With DCIM, enterprises can set 

measurable goals, establish business guidelines and investigate into future scenarios for their 

infrastructure objectives. Moreover, with the recent stress on green and energy utilization 

compliance, organizations are looking for ways to set realistic goals and achieve them without 

additional burden on their infrastructure and business resources. DCIM fills this gap perfectly and 

is here to stay. 

The global DCIM market is estimated to grow from $307 million in 2011 to $3.14 billion in 2017. 

This represents a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 47.33% from 2011 to 2017. In the 

present scenario, banking continues to be the largest adopter for DCIM. In terms of geographies, 

North America continues to be the biggest market for DCIM software and services. However, over 

the next five years, Asia-Pacific (APAC) will experience increased market traction, to become the 

biggest DCIM market globally. 

The major forces driving the market are factors such as availability and sustainable IT, which will 

positively impact the data center infrastructure management market because of the global push for 

                                                           

1 http://www.prweb.com/releases/data-center-DCIM/infrastructure-management/prweb10674728.htm 
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Green data centers. At the same time, opportunities in venture capital funding will benefit the 

growth in this market.2 

DCIM is described by Gartner as follows: 

Data center infrastructure management (DCIM) tools monitor, measure, manage and/or control 

data center resources and energy consumption of both IT-related equipment (such as servers, 

storage and network switches) and facilities infrastructure components (such as power distribution 

units [PDUs] and computer room air conditioners). DCIM tools are data-center-specific (they are 

designed for data center use), rather than general building management system (BMS) tools, and 

are used to optimize data center power, cooling and physical space.  

Solutions do not have to be sensor-based, but they do have to be designed to accommodate real-

time power and temperature/environmental monitoring. They must also support resource 

management, which Gartner defines as going beyond typical IT asset management to include the 

location and interrelationships between assets, such as what they are connected to, what resources 

they are using in the data center, and what level of utilization they reach, for the purpose of 

facilitating better space and capacity planning. Additionally, DCIM tools must have the reporting 

and visualization capabilities necessary to analyze the data collected in ways that are meaningful 

to several constituencies, such as data center operators and managers, facility managers and C-level 

executives. DCIM solutions may also include other functionality, such as predictive analysis, 

modeling/simulation, airflow and pressure monitoring, workflow management, IT physical asset 

monitoring and management, resource control, and other related capabilities.  

DCIM tools offer value to IT organizations because they: 

 Enable continuous reoptimization of data center power, cooling and physical space usage. 

This can help defer capital expenses for expanding existing data centers or building new 

ones.  

 Integrate IT and facilities management of a data center. This helps bridge the gap between 

the IT manager and the facilities manager by supplying each with information and analysis, 

bringing back together these two interrelated positions.  

                                                           

2 http://www.prweb.com/releases/data-center-DCIM/infrastructure-management/prweb10674728.htm 
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 Enable achievement of greater energy efficiency. Energy cost savings alone are often 

enough to make a business case for justifying the purchase of DCIM tools, although these 

tools offer other benefits that are more difficult to quantify, such as improved workflow.  

 Model and/or simulate the data center, enabling the IT manager and the facilities manager 

to assess "what if" scenarios.  

 Enhance resource and asset management by showing how the resources/assets are 

interrelated. 

These benefits of DCIM are better-understood than they were a year ago, and as a result, there has 

been a gradual, overall increase in DCIM investments, although DCIM adoption patterns do vary 

by organization size and geography. Large organizations tend to be the strongest candidates for 

DCIM deployment, because of the way DCIM tools can positively impact resource utilization, data 

center planning efforts and overall initiatives to save on capital expenditure (capex) and operating 

expenditure (opex) in their larger data centers. North American and multinational companies 

demonstrate the highest current and future demand for DCIM. Adoption of DCIM in Asia/Pacific, 

driven by expansion in the number of data centers in the region, outpaces adoption in Western 

Europe, which is still mired in economic hardships. Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa, 

and Latin America remain relatively immature in terms of DCIM adoption, but where they do 

deploy, they tend to opt for modular and lower-priced point solutions with the goal of addressing 

specific challenges rather than rolling out a full DCIM suite to reap the broader benefits.  

Price, ease of deployment, and overall ease of use continue to be some of the biggest concerns 

customers have when selecting a DCIM vendor and product. They are also among the top reasons 

why some organizations are choosing not to deploy DCIM (yet or at all). As a group, the vendors 

in our evaluation are aware of these concerns and are taking steps to address them, albeit in different 

ways and with varying degrees of success. Generally speaking, however, DCIM pricing has come 

down significantly in the past three years and represents only a small percentage of the overall total 

cost of ownership for the data center. Additionally, improving the initial implementation experience 

and overall ease of use are "top of mind" for most vendors. 3  

 

                                                           

3 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 
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According to IDC, in 2012 there were 2.94 million data centers, server rooms and data closets in 

the U.S. This number is expected to shrink through 2016, reaching 2.89 million. However, the total 

capacity of 611.4 million square feet in 2012 will climb to 700 million square feet in 2016. 

According to research done by IDC, the Great Recession caused a mini-wave of consolidation, with 

companies closing thousands of remote locations with their own server rooms and data closets. In 

2009, the number of data centers dropped by seven-tenths of a point – even as the aggregate data 

center capacity installed in that smaller number of data centers falls by 1 point. And this trend is 

continuing as the great Recession lingers on (government statistics notwithstanding). IDC says that 

the 2.94 million data centers in use in 2012 had a total capacity of 611.4 million square feet of floor 

space, and even as the number of data centers is expected to continue to shrink to 2.89 million by 

2016, the aggregate floor space in those data centers is expected to rise to 700 million square feet. 

Ironically, server virtualization has kept the floor space requirements from rising as quickly as 

many might have projected, but storage requirements are exploding – some might say are out of 

control – and that is driving up floor space needs.4 

The other big shift is toward service providers and away from corporate-owned data centers as 

companies embrace "the cloud". IDC is projecting that by 2016, more than a quarter of the data 

center floor space in the United States will be owned by service providers.5 

Research by 451 Research shows nearly 90% of data center operators surveyed in North America 

and Europe plan to increase data center facility spending. This is in contrast to the popular belief 

that cloud services are replacing enterprise data centers. According to the survey, Consolidation is 

the preferred option for companies looking to expand capacity. 

Companies generally start looking for options to expand capacity when they reach about 75 percent 

utilization of their existing data center footprint, according to 451. When they do, they have the 

choice to consolidate into large existing facilities, buy or build new data centers, use cloud services, 

or lease colocation space. 

                                                           

4 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/10/22/idc_us_data_centers/ 

5 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/10/22/idc_us_data_centers/ 
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Consolidation is the preferred option, the researchers found. Cloud was the second most popular 

option, and colocation was third. About one-quarter of respondents said they would consider 

building new data centers, and only 6 percent said they would look into buying one. 

There is pressure on IT organizations to support growing business demands, Dan Harrington, 

research director at 451, explained. To address those needs, companies are allocating more budget 

to modernization of older data center facilities. 

Driven primarily by healthcare and finance industries, the bulk of new enterprise data center 

spending is going to racks, cabling, electric gear, and data center infrastructure management 

(DCIM) software. 

Vendors that stand to benefit the most from this influx of capital are Schneider Electric, Emerson, 

Trane, Carrier, Caterpillar, and Cummins. 

According to 451, most survey respondents said they preferred Schneider’s power distribution 

units, universal power supplies, DCIM, as well as racks and cabling. Emerson was the top preferred 

seller of computer room air conditioning and air handling gear, closely following Schneider in the 

four other categories. 

Most data center operators considered Trane and Carrier top chiller vendors, while Caterpillar and 

Cummins enjoyed widespread popularity as backup-generator suppliers. 

One company surveyed said it was planning to increase spending to replace aging equipment, such 

as aging PDUs and CRAC units. This is a $5-billion-plus IT company with more than 1,000 

employees. 

Another company with a similar profile is planning to spend on Emerson’s DCIM platform Trellis. 

Emerson announced earlier this week a plan to spin off its data center and telco infrastructure 

business unit called Network Power as a stand-alone entity. The company said it would benefit 

from more agility in being able to respond to changing market needs as an independent business. 

Still, while enterprises are planning to spend more on data center infrastructure, there will be fewer 

actual data centers. 
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Companies are actively consolidating smaller data centers and server rooms, replacing them with 

larger centralized facilities, supplemented by colocation and cloud services. As a result, there will 

be fewer facilities, but the total overall footprint will remain about the same, the analysts 

concluded.6 

 

 

2.2 KEY PLAYERS 

According to a 2015 Magic Quadrant by Gartner, the leaders of the DCIM industry include 

Schneider Electric, Emerson Network Power, and Nlyte Software. Of note, Gartner defines DCIM 

tools as tools that “monitor, measure, manage and/or control data center resources and energy 

consumption of both IT-related equipment (such as servers, storage and network switches) and 

facilities infrastructure components (such as power distribution units [PDUs] and computer room 

air conditioners).”7 The Quadrant, which shows Leaders, Challengers, Visionaries, and Niche 

Players is included below. 

                                                           

6 http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2015/07/02/enterprise-data-center-investment-expected-to-grow/ 

7 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 
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Source: Gartner8 

 

 

                                                           

8 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 
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2.2.1 Schneider Electric 

Schneider Electric provides technologies and solutions for energy management and automation.9 

With 170,000 employees, Schneider Electric serves customers in over 100 countries and had 2014 

revenues of €24.9 billion. Of the company’s total revenue, 14% was from data center and network 

application.10 

 

 

Source: Schneider Electric11 

 

The company’s products include Access to Energy, Automation and Control, Building 

Management and Security, Critical Power and Cooling Services, Cybersecurity Solutions, 

Electrical Distribution, Installation Systems and Control, MV Distribution and Energy 

                                                           

9 http://www.schneider-electric.com/ww/en/about-us/company-profile.jsp 
10 http://sdreport.schneider-electric.com/our-company/t=38/t=11/t=38/#reliable-safe-efficient-and-sustainable-

ecosystems 
11 http://sdreport.schneider-electric.com/our-company/t=38/t=11/t=38/#reliable-safe-efficient-and-sustainable-

ecosystems 
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Automation, Operations, Business and Market Intelligence, Smart Grid, Solar, and Weather.12 

Schneider Electric’s services for data centers include: 

 Data Center Life Cycle Services 

 StruxureWare for Data Centers (DCIM) 

 Prefabricated Data Center Solutions 

 Full portfolio of Reference Designs 

 Largest portfolio of data center components13 

 

Gartner describes Schneider Electric below. 

Founded in 1836 and headquartered in France, Schneider Electric has grown to become a $30.1 

billion global provider in the energy management and automation segment. Schneider's flagship 

DCIM offering, StruxureWare for Data Centers, is a modularized software portfolio that aligns well 

with its electrical, power and cooling product offerings for data centers. The company positions 

itself as a solution provider, helping it to generate additional growth.  

Strengths  

 Schneider Electric successfully bundles StruxureWare into many of its data center project 

deals, allowing customers to leverage both infrastructure hardware and software solutions 

from a single vendor in pursuit of easier integration and management.  

 Schneider has built a strong brand for StruxureWare and gained visibility with both 

customers and partners as a credible DCIM provider.  

Cautions  

 StruxureWare is a comprehensive tool, but it had minimal enhancements in 2015 and needs 

to improve its integration capabilities with third-party software (BMS, CMDB, ITAM, 

ITSM and workflow management), an area where it has been found wanting.  

                                                           

12 http://www.schneider-electric.com/ww/en/about-us/company-profile.jsp 
13 http://www.schneider-electric.com/solutions/ww/en/seg/4663983-data-centres/4872884-enterprise-data-center 
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 Some customers have reported dissatisfaction with StruxureWare for Data Centers' ease of 

use and its long deployment cycles.14 

 

  

POINT OF CONTACT: 

Organization: Schneider Electric 

Name & Title: Joe Capes, Director, Cooling Business Development, 

Americas 

Phone & Email: (978) 794-0800, Joe.capes@schneider-electric.com  

Address: Boston One Campus 

800 Federal Street 

Andover, MA 01810 

 

 

2.2.2 Emerson Network Power 

Headquartered in Columbus, Ohio, Emerson Network Power provides critical infrastructure 

technologies and life cycle services for information and communications technology systems.15 

With roughly 24,000 employees, the company had 2014 revenues of $5.1 billion.16 Emerson 

Network Power has a number of areas of expertise, including: 

 AC Power 

 DC Power 

 Industrial Power 

 Infrastructure Management & Monitoring 

                                                           

14 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 
15 http://www.emersonnetworkpower.com/en-US/About/Pages/default.aspx 
16 http://www.emersonnetworkpower.com/documentation/en-

US/About/Documents/FactSheetEmersonNetworkPowerFY14.pdf 

mailto:Joe.capes@schneider-electric.com
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 Outside Plant 

 Power Switching & Controls 

 Racks & Integrated Solutions 

 Services 

 Thermal Management17 

 

Gartner describes the company as follows: 

U.S.-based and publicly traded, Emerson is a $24.5 billion global power, cooling and automation 

system firm. Currently, Emerson Network Power is one of Emerson's five major business units and 

focuses on critical infrastructure, including data centers and DCIM. In June 2015, Emerson 

announced plans to spin off Emerson Network Power into a separate publicly traded company by 

3Q16. Emerson entered the DCIM marketplace in 2009 when it acquired two DCIM pioneers, 

Aperture and Avocent. Today, Emerson's flagship DCIM product is called Trellis, distinguished by 

architecture that was designed from the ground up. Especially over the last year, Emerson has 

improved Trellis' performance, implementation speed and user interfaces.  

Strengths  

 Emerson has substantially restructured and enhanced its DCIM operation, including 

reshaping its sales channel and enhancing user support.  

 Emerson now has a solid transition plan for customers of its older ("legacy") products that 

will enable them to move to Trellis or a planned midtier platform, addressing an important 

prior gap in its roadmap.  

Cautions  

 Although scheduled for release by the end of October 2015, the midtier platform was not 

yet generally available as of this publication and is therefore not yet market-tested.  

                                                           

17 http://www.emersonnetworkpower.com/documentation/en-

US/About/Documents/FactSheetEmersonNetworkPowerFY14.pdf 
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 Improvements in product performance and support have not yet translated to improved 

customer satisfaction. Customers still report issues, especially with deployment speed and 

effectiveness, and still report concerns about complexity. 18  

 

 

2.2.3 Nlyte Software 

Headquartered in San Mateo, California, Nlyte Software was founded by data center managers in 

2004to provide products and services to better manage data center resources, assets, and staff. The 

company provides data center infrastructure management products to hundreds of customers 

worldwide.19 Nlyte’s portfolio includes products for capacity management, asset management, 

reporting, monitoring, connection management, workflow, virtualization, Configuration 

Management Database (CMDB) integration, and change management integration.20 

Gartner describes Nlyte Software in its Magic Quadrant as follows: 

Nlyte Software is a U.S.-based pure-play DCIM vendor that has been in business for over 10 years 

and predominantly focuses its direct sales on the U.S. and Western Europe. The Nlyte product suite 

is available both as on-premises software and as a SaaS offering. Nlyte has focused on integrating 

the DCIM platform with ITSM systems, allowing for an end-to-end management interface reaching 

from infrastructure through to business process.  

Strengths  

 Nlyte has a solid understanding of the market and a strong long-term view that is leading 

to a focus on bringing together DCIM with overall ITSM systems, from monitoring the 

data center infrastructure to monitoring the virtual server.  

 Nlyte has strong technology and sales partners, which give it channel coverage in those 

geographies where it is not present.  

Cautions  

                                                           

18 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 
19 http://www.nlyte.com/company/nlyte-overview/ 
20 http://www.nlyte.com/dcim/nlyte7/ 
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 The link between ITSM and Nlyte functionality can appear complex to users, particularly 

in the area of deployment of workflow management capabilities, as highlighted through 

customer feedback.  

 Nlyte still needs to develop its brand awareness in order to be compared with the other 

larger DCIM vendors, which have an immediate advantage due to brand name 

recognition.21  

 

POINT OF CONTACT: 

Organization: Nlyte Software 

Name & Title: Robert Neave, Chief Technology Officer 

Phone & Email: (650)-642-2700, robert.neave@nlyte.com  

Address: 2800 Campus Drive 

Suite 135 

San Mateo, CA 94403 

 

3 Market 

The following information provides insight into the data center cooling market. The data in this 

section may serve to assist you in a market build-up strategy or in making projections specific to 

your target market. This section provides insight into market size and growth, market drivers and 

barriers to entry, key players.  

 

3.1 MARKET SIZE AND GROWTH 

                                                           

21 “Magic Quadrant for Data Center Infrastructure Management Tools,” Gartner, 10/21/15, 

http://www.gartner.com/technology/reprints.do?id=1-22IVV88&ct=141001&st=sb 

mailto:robert.neave@nlyte.com
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According to research firm MarketsandMarkets, the global data center cooling market is expected to grow 

from $6.26 billion in 2015 to $11.85 billion in 2020 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 13.6%. 

By region, North America is expected to be the largest market throughout the forecast period, 

however, Asia-Pacific will emerge as a high-growth market.22 

One of the driving factors of the Data Center Cooling Market is the need for data center managers 

to control infrastructure budgets in order to achieve business growth. Due to the demand for 

additional storage space to store the massive data that is generated on a regular basis, there is an 

increase in the number of data center deployments over the world. This increase of data centers 

ultimately consume more power and contribute to excessive heat generation, thereby creating a 

critical demand for low power consuming cooling techniques.  Also, with swift advancements in 

technology, tremendous changes in the infrastructure spending are seen. The use of advanced data 

center cooling solution helps in the reduction of power consumption which, in turn, makes its 

energy efficient and lowers the operational cost of running data centers.23 

 

Frost & Sullivan estimates that the global data center cooling market was $4.3 billion in 2014 and 

was expected to grow to $6.423 billion at a CAGR of 8.4%.24 The following image illustrates the 

global market during the forecast period. 

 

 

                                                           

22 http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/data-center-cooling-market-worth-1185-billion-by-2020-

513304201.html 
23 http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/data-center-cooling-market-worth-1185-billion-by-2020-

513304201.html 
24 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan25 

 

According to Frost & Sullivan, the Asia-Pacific region is the largest by share throughout the 

forecast period. In 2014, Asia-Pacific held 30.9% of the total. This was followed by North America 

with 29.5% and Europe with 24%. By 2019, Asia-Pacific will gain share to 32.8% compared with 

North America at 29.8% and Europe at 21.4%.26 

 

 

                                                           

25 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
26 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan27 

 

The following image provides a revenue forecast by region for the global data center cooling 

market. As can be seen, the North American market had a value of $1.268 billion in 2014, which 

is expected to reach $1.914 billion in 2019. 28 

                                                           

27 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
28 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan29 

 

The following image provides insight into the data center cooling market by vertical segment. As 

can be seen, the IT segment is the largest at 37.5% in 2014, followed by telecom with 21.6%, 

Banking & Financial at 15.3%, and Healthcare at 10.4%. 30 

                                                           

29 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
30 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan31 

 

Throughout the forecast period, the IT segment will have the largest growth rate at 9.4% growing 

from $1.614 billion in 2014 to $2.529 billion in 2019. Telecom will experience a growth rate of 

9%, growing from $930 million to $1.429 billion in 2019.32 

                                                           

31 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
32 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan33 

 

Frost & Sullivan describes the vertical segments in the data center cooling market as follows. 

 

IT Segment  

The IT segment is the biggest revenue contributing vertical for the data centre cooling market, 

accounting for 37.5% of the total revenues in 2014. It is also expected to be the fastest-growing 

segment during the forecast period.  

                                                           

33 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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This segment consists of hosting and Web 2.0 companies. Hosting includes cloud services, 

colocation, and Web hosting companies. Web 2.0 includes enterprise end users such as Facebook, 

Yahoo, and Google.  

The growth in the IT segment is driven by the high growth in the colocation sub-segment. There is 

a strong trend globally where data centre owners are outsourcing their business to third-party 

colocation providers. The focus of colocation providers is to provide high efficiencies, particularly 

at partial load conditions. This trend is set to continue, which will drive the adoption of advanced 

cooling technologies in the IT segment.  

Telecom Segment  

The telecom segment is undergoing an evolutionary transition to the cloud in an effort to reduce 

the telecom providers’ capital expenditure (CAPEX) and OPEX, to efficiently manage network 

traffic, and to automate management of network architectures. The building blocks of this transition 

will be the implementation of software defined networking (SDN) and network function 

virtualisation (NFV). Development in this space is slow at the moment. However, it is expected to 

gain momentum in the medium to long term.  

Demand for containerized data centres and modular data centres is growing, particularly in APAC, 

due to fast deployment and colocation needs. 

 

Healthcare Segment  

In 2014, revenue growth rate for the healthcare segment was moderate when compared to the other 

segments. It accounted for 10.5% of the total revenues in 2014.  

Key growth regions for the healthcare vertical are North America and Europe. The Chinese market 

is also expected to present good growth prospects for the healthcare segment post-2015. Growth in 

this vertical will mostly come from small data centres and to a lesser extent medium data centres.  

One of the key factors driving revenues in this vertical will be growth in health information 

technology (HIT), where continued innovation and government support is expected to increase over 

the forecast period. The HIT market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 10% from 2014 to 2019.  

Banking and Financial, and Institutional Segments  
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The banking and financial sector will see relatively low growth, at a CAGR of 7.0% from 2014 to 

2019. Growth in this vertical will be driven by the emerging economies in Asia, especially India 

and China. Europe is expected to register a low growth rate in this vertical, whereas growth in 

North America will be moderate.  

The institutional segment, which comprises government facilities and educational institutions, is 

the smallest individual vertical, accounting for 9.6% of the total revenues in 2014. Developed 

nations are the key revenue contributors and will continue to drive growth in the segment during 

the forecast period.34 

 

Computer Room Air Conditioners/Air Handlers (CRACs/CRAHs) held the majority of the global 

cooling market with 2014 revenues of $3.196 billion. This segment is expected to reach $4.453 

billion in 2019 at a CAGR of 6.9%. Advanced solutions, while the smallest segment currently, has 

the highest growth rate at 20.3%. This segment is expected to grow from $194 million to $491 

million.35 

                                                           

34 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
35 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan36 

 

 

 

 

3.2 DRIVERS AND BARRIERS 

A number of trends will affect the growth of the data center cooling market. These trends include 

the adoption of a hybrid cloud and traditional model, commoditized data center services, modular 

                                                           

36 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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design, dominance of emerging economies, and increased rack power densities. These trends are 

highlighted below. 

 

Source: Frost & Sullivan37 

 

The following image highlights market trends and emerging practices for the data center cooling 

market. These trends include improvements in air management and a shift toward liquid cooling.38 

                                                           

37 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
38 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan39 

 

Market trends for data center cooling are highlighted in the following slides. 

                                                           

39 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan40 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

40 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan41 

 

Drivers for the data center cooling market include an increasing demand for data storage, security, 

and speed, high growth in colocation and cloud services, increasing data center investments, and 

virtualization and big data driving data center expansion.42 

                                                           

41 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
42 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan43 

 

Frost & Sullivan identifies several restraints for the market including skepticism toward new 

technologies and unfamiliar solutions, data center consolidation, and high capital expenditure.44 

                                                           

43 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
44 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan45 

 

 

3.3 KEY PLAYERS 

According to Frost & Sullivan, the global data center cooling market is dominated by three firms, 

which together controlled roughly 9% of the 2014 total. Emerson Network Power was the 2014 

market leader with 31% of the market, followed by Stulz with 21% and APC by Schneider Electric 

with 17%.46 

                                                           

45 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
46 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan47 

 

Frost & Sullivan provides additional detail on these participants below. 

 

                                                           

47 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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Source: Frost & Sullivan48 

 

3.4 KEY CONFERENCES 

This section highlights key upcoming conferences relevant to the applicable target market 

discussed in this section.  

 

 

                                                           

48 “Global Power and Cooling in the Data Centre Market,” Frost & Sullivan, MB23-27, May 2015 
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3.4.1 Green Data Center Conference 

Scheduled February 23-25, 2016 in San Diego, California, the Green Data Center Conference 

features four workshops, over 20 sessions, and two data center tours all focused on developing 

better data centers.49 Workshops at the event include Exploring New Cooling and Power-Saving 

Systems, Strategies to Promote Energy Efficiency in Data Centers, and Linking Green Data 

Practices with Return on Investment (ROI). The Conference also includes tracks focused on Power 

and Cooling, and Data Center Design and Management.50 

Additional information on the event can be found at: 

http://greendatacenterconference.com/  

 

3.4.2 Data Center World Global Conference 

The 2016 AFCOM Data Center World Global Conference will be held March 14-18, 2016 in Las 

Vegas, Nevada. The Conference includes sessions on  arrange of data center related topics 

including DCIM, management, facilities, power and cooling, data center builds and design, 

disaster recovery, security, virtualization, colocation, and cloud.51 The 2015 event brought together 

over 1,000 attendees and featured more than 50 Fortune 500 companies and over 200 exhibiting 

firms.52 

Information on the event can be found at: 

http://www.datacenterworld.com  

 

                                                           

49 http://greendatacenterconference.com/ 
50 http://greendatacenterconference.com/agenda/ 
51 http://www.datacenterworld.com/about/ 
52 http://www.datacenterworld.com/blog/2015/04/27/another-success/ 

http://greendatacenterconference.com/
http://www.datacenterworld.com/
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3.4.3 Gartner Data Center, Infrastructure & Operations Management 

Conference 

Slated for December 7-10, 2015 in Las Vegas, Nevada, Gartner’s Data Center, Infrastructure and 

Operations Management Conference is designed for individuals involved in: IT operations and 

facilities; servers, storage and backup/recovery; mobile, cloud and desktop virtualization; and data 

center networking. 53 The 2015 event will feature tracks related to: 

 Creating and Sustaining an Agile Infrastructure  

 Achieving IT Operations Excellence in a Fast-Moving World  

 Data Center Modernization: Staying Agile in Chaotic Times  

 Navigating the Journey to Cloud-Delivered Services  

 Enabling End Users in the Digital Workplace  

 The Future of Servers in a Bimodal world  

 Emerging Trends in Networking and Communications  

 Addressing the Need to Store and Protect More Data  

 IT Leadership — Professional Development for You and Your Staff  

 The Ongoing Opportunity for IT Cost and Value Optimization54 

 

Additional information about the event can be found at: 

http://www.gartner.com/events/na/data-center  

 

4  Competitive Landscape 

 

                                                           

53 http://www.gartner.com/events/na/data-center 
54 http://www.gartner.com/events/na/data-center 

http://www.gartner.com/events/na/data-center
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The following information provides insight into the competitive landscape for which your solution 

appears to have application. Data is provided on patents and patent applications, commercial 

offerings, and Research & Development (R&D) activities that may reflect competitive efforts. 

 

 

4.1 PATENTS 

A cursory search of existing patents and patent applications found on the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office (USPTO) server was performed. This search was based on key words that are 

relevant to your technology including: data center; cooling; thermal management; optimization; 

software. Patent and patent applications that appear relevant are included in the tables below. Were 

one interested in viewing any patent in its entirety, the link to full text is included within each 

table. Note: When comparing the novelty of your technology to existing patents and patent 

applications, consultation with a patent attorney is recommended. 

 

4.1.1 Relevant Patents 

 

Unified and flexible control of multiple data center cooling mechanisms 

Patent Number: 9,146,544 Assignee: International Business 

Machines Corporation 

Date: September 29, 

2015 

Abstract: “Techniques are described for controlling the climate in a data center. Using the input of 

an administrator, multiple desired attributes of a data center (e.g., temperature, energy 

consumption, costs, or system performance) may be balanced using a utility function that 

maximizes the utility of the computing systems in the data center according to the administrator's 

preferences. Additionally, a cooling model is generated that represents the affect of a control 

parameter (e.g., the fan speed of a CRAC) on the desire attributes of the data center. The cooling 

model may then be substituted into the utility function to replace the desired attributes. Using this 
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new utility function, the control parameters may be varied such that the maximum utility is 

achieved.” 

Link to full text: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling

.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%2

2+AND+ABST/cooling  

 

Controlling data center cooling 

Patent Number: 9,091,496 Assignee: Google, Inc. Date: July 28, 2015 

Abstract: “A data center cooling system includes a data center having electronic equipment that is 

supported in multiple racks; a cooling fluid source; multiple cooling units in the data center, where 

each cooling unit is configured to cool air warmed by a sub-set of the electronic equipment in the 

data center; multiple control valves, including a control valve associated with a particular cooling 

unit of the cooling units; and a controller arranged to modulate the control valve associated with a 

particular cooling unit, to open or close the control valve to substantially maintain an approach 

temperature set point of the particular cooling unit.” 

Link to full text: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling

.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%2

2+AND+ABST/cooling  

 

System and method for managing energy consumption in a compute environment 

Patent Number: 9,026,807 Assignee: Adaptive Computing 

Enterprises, In. 

Date: May 5, 2015 

Abstract: “A system, method and non-transitory computer readable storage medium are disclosed 

for managing workload in a data center. The method includes receiving data related to at least one 

of a current state of workload in the compute environment at a current time and future workload 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=3&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=5&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
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scheduled to consume resources in the compute environment at a future time relative to the current 

time, wherein the compute environment comprises a plurality of nodes in which compute 

resources are reserved by a workload manager for consumption, and controlling a cooling system 

to selectively modify a temperature of at least one node in the compute environment based on the 

data.” 

Link to full text: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=coolin

g.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%

22+AND+ABST/cooling  

 

 

Systems and methods for distributing a workload based on a local cooling efficiency index 

determined for at least one location within a zone in a data center 

Patent Number: 9,015,725 Assignee: Hewlett-Packard 

Development Company, L. P. 

Date: April 21, 2015 

Abstract: “A data center workload distribution management system includes a cooling cost engine 

to determine a cooling cost or cooling capacity for each of a plurality of zones of a data center and 

a workload distribution engine. The workload distribution engine is to identify the zone that has a 

lowest cooling cost and sufficient cooling capacity and also has sufficient processing capacity for 

a workload, determine a local cooling efficiency index for at least one location within the 

identified zone, and distribute the workload to the location having a local cooling efficiency index 

that indicates the highest cooling efficiency.” 

Link to full text: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=coolin

g.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%

22+AND+ABST/cooling  

 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=13&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
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Energy saving system and method for cooling computer data center and telecom equipment 

Patent Number: 8,498,114 Assignee: Martini; Valan R. Date: July 30, 2013 

Abstract: “A system and method of reducing consumption of electricity used to cool electronic 

computer data center, networking, and telecommunications equipment, and to reduce the 

incidence of thermal failure of electronic components, includes provision of one or more partitions 

to reduce the volume of the cooled environment supplying coldest possible cooled air from air 

conditioning systems to a chamber adjacent to the cooling air intake side of electronic 

components, preventing dilution of the supplied cooling airflow by warmer air from outside of the 

reduced volume environment, and controlling the delivery of cooling air flow through the reduced 

volume of the cooled environment.” 

Link to full text: http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co

1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+cen

ter%22+AND+ABST/cooling  

 

MODULAR DATA CENTER AND CONTROLLING METHOD OF MODULAR DATA 

CENTER 

Patent Number: 20150250077 Assignee: FUJITSU LIMITED Date: September 3, 

2015 

Abstract: “A modular data center includes a fan creating a first cooling wind from outside air, an 

air conditioner creating a second cooling wind having a temperature lower than that of the outside 

air, racks housing electronic devices that take in the first and the second cooling wind, and a 

control unit adjusting an air volume of the first cooling wind by controlling the fan, and so as to 

cool the electronic device to a specified temperature. The control unit executes stopping the air 

conditioner when a first assumed value of a sum of air-conditioning power of the air conditioner 

and the fan is smaller than a current value of the air-conditioning power, and operating the air 

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=78&f=G&l=50&d=PTXT&s1=%22data+center%22.ABTX.&s2=cooling.ABTX.&co1=AND&p=2&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
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conditioner when a second assumed value of the sum of air-conditioning power of the air 

conditioner and the fan is smaller than the current value of the air-conditioning power.” 

Link to full text: http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB

.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AN

D+ABST/cooling  

 

Datacenter And Cooling Control Fault-Tolerance Using Compute Resources 

Patent Number: 20150192936 Assignee: Microsoft Corporation Date: July 9, 2015 

Abstract: “Management of infrastructure devices is performed by computing devices that are 

associated with the processing being provided by the data center, such as chassis managers. A 

master is first selected through polling or consensus algorithms, and then subsequently the master 

is endowed with the authority to manage infrastructure devices and generate the control output to 

such infrastructure devices. Alternatively, no master need be elected and, instead, output to such 

infrastructure devices is generated by a computing device selected utilizing polling or consensus 

algorithms, and in accordance with a management decision made through polling or consensus 

algorithms. The interplay between the cooling apparatuses of individual server computing devices 

and the cooling apparatuses of the data center as a whole is also managed to increase the portion 

of the cooling of server computing devices provided by data center air movers. Control of data 

center air movers can be determined empirically or predictively.” 

Link to full text: http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-

bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.A

B.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+A

ND+ABST/cooling  

http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=4&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=11&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=%22data+center%22.AB.&s2=cooling.AB.&OS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling&RS=ABST/%22data+center%22+AND+ABST/cooling
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4.1.2 Additional Information 

In addition to the previously referenced patent and patent application tables, the following patent 

information may also be of interest to AdeptDC.  

 A search for "data center" AND cooling in the abstract field returned 187 patents. 

 The same keywords, "data center" AND cooling in the abstract field returned 282 patent 

applications.  

 

Note: When comparing the novelty of your technology to existing patents and patent applications, 

consultation with a patent attorney is recommended. 

  

4.2 COMMERCIAL OFFERINGS 

Offerings can include commercially available products and services. Competition can occur from 

offerings that are attempting to address the same issue in a similar manner as well as from offerings 

that are substitutable or address the same issue in a completely different manner. A search for 

similar and substitutable offerings was performed using available resources and web searching 

using the following key words: data center; cooling; thermal management; optimization; software. 

 

Schneider Electric 

Offering:  StruxureWare for Data Centers Software 

Description: StruxureWare for Data Centers enables businesses to manage their data centers 

across multiple domains. This integrated suite of DCIM applications provides actionable 

intelligence for an ideal balance of high availability and peak efficiency throughout the data 

center life cycle. 
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StruxureWare for Data Centers Software Suite: Control, Optimize, Conserve 

 

 

-time energy procurement and carbon management data  

 IT gap to optimize information flow  

 

Website:  http://www.schneider-electric.com/solutions/ww/en/sol/4665707-struxureware-for-

data-centers-software  

 

SynapSense 

Offering: Wireless Monitoring & Cooling Control Solution 

Description:  The SynapSense Wireless Monitoring & Cooling Control Solution is the leading 

energy efficient Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) solution, enabling the 

world’s data centers to achieve unprecedented energy savings with enhanced reliability. 

Industry leaders view this platform as the future of environmental monitoring, power, and 

cooling optimization for critical facilities. By deploying our fine-grain wireless sensing 

technologies and cooling automation platform, our customers save 30-50% of their cooling 

costs (on average, up to 20% of total energy) per year in their data center facilities. 

Website:  http://www.synapsense.com/data-center-optimization-platform/  

 

Power Analytics 

Offering:  Paladin WSM 

Description:  Paladin WSM integrates facilities and IT technology to improve the 

management of Power, Space, and Cooling – three areas that have historically been difficult 

to get right in the white space area of the data center. Paladin WSM gives you practical tools 

http://www.schneider-electric.com/solutions/ww/en/sol/4665707-struxureware-for-data-centers-software
http://www.schneider-electric.com/solutions/ww/en/sol/4665707-struxureware-for-data-centers-software
http://www.synapsense.com/data-center-optimization-platform/
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to address these challenges where they matter most: at your remote power panels, your racks, 

and in the cooling system. 

RPP Manager automates the configuration and operation of power panels in the data center. 

It greatly simplifies the management of panel schedules and power at the branch-circuit level 

and can link to monitoring, billing, and asset management systems – virtually any repository 

of customer data. 

Rack Manager facilitates the necessary coordination between IT and facilities – at the rack 

level and in real time. It shows the available spaces in the rack, what is installed, the power 

load for the installed devices, the manufacturer’s specifications, and the actual power 

consumption (with rack power monitoring). 

Heat Map Visualizer adds a dynamic, animated heat map as a semi-transparent layer over 

any view of the data center. It provides X/Y coordinates corresponding to the location of 

temperature sensors in the white space, and allows facilities and IT to immediately adjust 

conditioning air to avoid the hot spots that can affect asset performance and life. 

Power Analytics designed Paladin WSM to help data center managers optimize their usable 

physical space – practically. 

 

Website: http://www.poweranalytics.com/paladin-wsm/  

 

AdaptivCOOL 

Offering: Intelligent Airflow Management 

Description:  AdaptivCOOL offers Intelligent Airflow Management solutions to mitigate 

thermal problems in data centers. Our solutions adapt cooling resources to IT Demand, 

reclaim energy wasted on overcooling, and maximize IT capacity at both the rack and facility 

levels. We provide a range of point-level or comprehensive solutions to optimize your data 

center environment and protect valuable IT assets from downtime. 

http://www.poweranalytics.com/paladin-wsm/
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Benefits of Intelligent Airflow Management 

 Uptime Assurance 

 Maximize IT Capacity 

 Energy Savings of up to 30% 

 Reduce Risk of Human Error 

 Remote Control Capability 

 Automate Thermal Management 

 Our Solutions 

 Assessment and Engineering Services: Comprehensive CFD Analysis including 

CRAC failure scenario modeling 

 Rack Level Cooling Products: Intelligent underfloor and overhead air-mover 

products that eliminate hot spots in real-time 

 Sensor Monitoring Networks: Installation and monitoring of rack or facility-wide 

sensor networks for complete thermal visibility 

 Data Center Level Airflow Management (Demand Based Cooling): A Complete 

Automated Cooling Resource Manager with Robust Software Analytics and DCIM 

Integration 

 Aisle Pressure Management: Optimize Containment Efficiency with Intelligent 

Airflow Management for Cold or Hot Aisle Setup 

 Environmental Management & Monitoring Services: 24-7 Monitoring, Automated 

Response, Remote Asset Management and Personnel Alert System  

 

Website:  http://www.adaptivcool.com/  

 

 

Vigilent 

Offering: Dynamic Cooling Management System 

http://www.adaptivcool.com/eng-services.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/hotspotr-rapid-cooling-solutions.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/sensor-network.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/demand-based-cooling-solutions.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/aisle-pressure-management.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/ems.html
http://www.adaptivcool.com/
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Description:  Every Vigilent system includes monitoring, dynamic control, analytics, and 

alarms. 

The Vigilent Dynamic Cooling Management® System delivers the four key capabilities 

facility operators need to run their facilities more efficiently: monitoring, dynamic control, 

analytics, and extensive alarms. 

The components work together to protect uptime while delivering significant, immediate 

reductions in cooling energy costs and carbon emissions through automated 24/7 monitoring 

and control of mission critical facilities. 

[…] 

The Vigilent Control System combines the temperature data gathered by the monitoring 

system with powerful machine learning. It automatically determines how to best adjust your 

facility’s cooling resources – constantly and in real time – to match the current heat load, all 

while using the minimum amount of energy possible. 

Website:  http://www.vigilent.com/products-and-services/vigilent-dynamic-cooling-

management-system/  

 

 

 

4.3 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

Understanding similar R&D activities relevant to a technology provides insight into intended 

direction of not only competition but also the target market under consideration for entry. Relevant 

R&D activities have been identified below using a search performed on Google Scholar with the 

following key terms: data center; cooling; thermal management; optimization; software. 

 

TAPO: Thermal-aware power optimization techniques for servers and data centers 

http://www.vigilent.com/products-and-services/vigilent-dynamic-cooling-management-system/
http://www.vigilent.com/products-and-services/vigilent-dynamic-cooling-management-system/
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Authors: Wei Huang; Allen-Ware, M.; Carter, J.B.; Elnozahy, E.; Hamann, H.; Keller, T.; 

Lefurgy, C.; Jian Li; Rajamani, K.; Rubio, J. 

Organization: IBM Date: 25-28 July 2011 

 

Abstract:  A large portion of the power consumption of data centers can be attributed to cooling. 

In dynamic thermal management mechanisms for data centers and servers, thermal setpoints are 

typically chosen statically and conservatively, which leaves significant room for improvement in 

the form of improved energy efficiency. In this paper, we propose two hierarchical thermal-aware 

power optimization techniques that are complementary to each other and achieve (i) lower overall 

system power with no performance penalty or (ii) higher performance within the same power 

budget. At the data center level, we trade off facility Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

(HVAC) power with server fan power by choosing between two thermal setpoints for the HVAC 

chiller based on the cooling zone utilization levels. This optimization can reduce total data center 

total power by as much as 12.4%-17%, with no performance penalty. At the server level, we trade 

off fan power and circuit leakage power by dynamically adjusting the server thermal setpoint, 

allowing the system to heat up when this saves more fan power than it costs in terms of leakage 

power. We evaluate this optimization on an IBM POWER 750 and find that it reduces total server 

power by up to 5.4% with no performance penalty for workloads that heavily exercise a server.55 

 

A Cyber-Physical Systems Approach to Data Center Modeling and Control for Energy 

Efficiency 

Authors:  Parolini, L.;  Sinopoli, B.; Krogh, B.H.; Zhikui Wang 

Organization: Dept. of Electr. & Comput. Eng., Carnegie Mellon 

Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, USA 

Date: 29 August 2011 

 

Abstract: This paper presents data centers from a cyber-physical system (CPS) perspective. 

Current methods for controlling information technology (IT) and cooling technology (CT) in data 

                                                           

55 http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/IGCC.2011.6008610  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/IGCC.2011.6008610
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centers are classified according to the degree to which they take into account both cyber and 

physical considerations. To evaluate the potential impact of coordinated CPS strategies at the data 

center level, we introduce a control-oriented model that represents the data center as two coupled 

networks: a computational network representing the cyber dynamics and a thermal network 

representing the physical dynamics. These networks are coupled through the influence of the IT 

on both networks: servers affect both the quality of service (QoS) delivered by the computational 

network and the generation of heat in the thermal network. Using this model, three control 

strategies are evaluated with respect to their energy efficiency and computational performance: a 

baseline strategy that ignores CPS considerations, an uncoordinated strategy that manages the IT 

and CT independently, and a coordinated strategy that manages the IT and CT together to achieve 

optimal performance with respect to both QoS and energy efficiency. Simulation results show that 

the benefits to be realized from coordinating the control of IT and CT depend on the distribution 

and heterogeneity of the computational and cooling resources throughout the data center. A new 

cyber-physical index (CPI) is introduced as a measure of this combined distribution of cyber and 

physical effects in a given data center. We illustrate how the CPI indicates the potential impact of 

using coordinated CPS control strategies.56 

 

Proactive thermal management in green datacenters 

Authors:  Eun Kyung Lee; Indraneel Kulkarni; Dario Pompili; Manish Parashar 

Organization: NSF Center for Autonomic Computing, Department 

of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rutgers University 

Date:  May 2012 

 

Abstract: The increasing demand for faster computing and high storage capacity has resulted in an 

increase in energy consumption and heat generation in datacenters. Because of the increase in heat 

generation, cooling requirements have become a critical concern, both in terms of growing 

operating costs as well as their environmental and societal impacts. Presently, thermal 

management techniques make an effort to thermally profile and control datacenters’ cooling 

equipment to increase their efficiency. In conventional thermal management techniques, cooling 

systems are triggered by the temperature crossing predefined thresholds. Such reactive approaches 

                                                           

56 http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/JPROC.2011.2161244 
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result in delayed response as the temperature may already be too high, which can result in 

performance degradation of hardware. 

In this work, a proactive control approach is proposed that jointly optimizes the air conditioner 

compressor duty cycle and fan speed to prevent heat imbalance—the difference between the heat 

generated and extracted from a machine—thus minimizing the cost of cooling. The proposed 

proactive optimization framework has two objectives: (i) minimize the energy consumption of the 

cooling system, and (ii) minimize the risk of equipment damage due to overheating. Through 

thorough simulations comparing the proposed proactive heat-imbalance estimation-based 

approach against conventional reactive temperature-based schemes, the superiority of the 

proposed approach is highlighted in terms of cooling energy, response time, and equipment failure 

risk.57 

 

 

 

CoolAir: Temperature- and Variation-Aware 

Management for Free-Cooled Datacenters 

Authors: Inigo Goiri, Thu D. Nguyen, and Ricardo Bianchini 

Organization: Rutgers University Date: March 2015 

 

Abstract: Despite its benefits, free cooling may expose servers to high absolute temperatures, wide 

temperature variations, and high humidity when datacenters are sited at certain locations. Prior 

research (in non-free-cooled datacenters) has shown that high temperatures and/or wide temporal 

temperature variations can harm hardware reliability. In this paper, we identify the runtime 

management strategies required to limit absolute temperatures, temperature variations, humidity, 

and cooling energy in free-cooled datacenters. As the basis for our study, we propose CoolAir, a 

system that embodies these strategies. Using CoolAir and a real freecooled datacenter prototype, 

                                                           

57 http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11227-010-0453-8 
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we show that effective management requires cooling infrastructures that can act smoothly. In 

addition, we show that CoolAir can tightly manage temperature and significantly reduce 

temperature variation, often at a lower cooling cost than existing free-cooled datacenters. Perhaps 

most importantly, based on our results, we derive several principles and lessons that should guide 

the design of management systems for free-cooled datacenters of any size.58 

 

 

Real time thermal management controller for data center 

Authors:  Shu Zhang; Tianyu Zhou; Ahuja, N.; Refai-Ahmed, G.; Yongzhong Zhu; Guofeng 

Chen; Zhihua Wang; Weiwei Song 

Organization: Baidu Corp., Beijing, China Date: May 2014 

 

Abstract:  In recent years, the demand for compute capability has increased rapidly, and data 

centers all over the world are consuming much more power than before. Data centers across the 

globe consume around 100 GWh and it is expected to increase by 30% by 2016. In 2012, the 

increase in data center energy consumption in the United States and China was 800MWh and 

500MWh respectively, based on Forest & Sullivan market survey. This increasing demand of data 

usage and the resulting growth in power consumption presents a challenge to the thermal 

community when trying to introduce efficient real time thermal management controls. These 

controls are vital to maintain power efficiency, from a cooling point of view.59 

 

Current Status and Future Trends in Data-Center Cooling Technologies 

Authors:  Zhen Lia & Satish G. Kandlikarb* 

                                                           

58 http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2694344.2694378 
59 http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/ITHERM.2014.6892436 
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Organization:  a Department of Engineering Mechanics, Tsinghua 

University, Beijing, China; b Mechanical Engineering Department, 

Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York, USA 

 

Date: July 2014 

 

Abstract:  The data-center cooling strategies have evolved from their original roots based on room 

air conditioning systems to the current status as a low-grade thermal energy resource. This paper 

presents an overview of different technologies driving the evolution of data-center cooling systems. 

Current status, future research trends and opportunities for developing energy-efficient systems 

utilizing single-phase and two-phase systems are highlighted. These changes are warranted more 

than ever, as the majority of large-scale data centers continue to be cooled by the conventional air 

cooling technology.60 

 
  

                                                           

60 http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01457632.2014.939032 
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5 Commercialization Information Packet (CIP) Evaluation 

Instructions: Please take a moment to provide us with your feedback on the Commercialization 

Information Packet (CIP) you received as part of your participation in the Dawnbreaker-

administered Commercialization Planning Program (CP2). Please send your comments directly to 

Veronica Smith, Dawnbreaker’s Executive Assistant at vsmith@dawnbreaker.com. 

 

(1) On a scale of 1 – 5, please indicate how useful you found this CIP to be? 

 

1  2  3  4  5 

Not at all   OK   Extremely helpful 

 

 

 

(2) Please indicate what would have made this CIP more useful to you? 

 

 

 

 

(3) Please provide any additional comments that will help us to improve our 

commercialization program. 

 

 

 

 

 

AdeptDC 

BAM: Steve Orth 

MR: Nick Monin 

NSF-30 

mailto:vsmith@dawnbreaker.com

